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The Whiskey Strake
With this issue, we round out our first year of
Warships to Workboats. We want to take this opportunity to
offer our profound thanks to everyone who contributed
their time and talent toward making this the best free,
regularly published, PDF format, shipmodeling magazine
on the web. We especially want to take this opportunity to
thank John Rose and his company, WorldNet Communications, for generously providing a home, not only for this
humble magazine, but for the home websites of both the
Modelshipwrights and Warrior Groups. Thank you, John!
And lest we start feeling too un-humble, we want to
offer apologies for an error in our Fall issue. The article on
page 3, entitled “A few words on research, if you’ve never
tried it.” was credited to Kroum Batchvarov. Kroum has
informed us that he is not the author of said article. We
would like to apologize to Kroum, and also to the (as yet
unknown) author of the article.
We hope you all had the opportunity to read the
wonderful profile of modeler Rob Napier by Brian R.
Kologe in the Sept/Oct issue of “WoodenBoat.” We
particularly liked the following: “Though I tease Rob about
the obsessive nature of his vocation, it troubles me to see
this exactitude and concentration, once regarded as a
virtue, so easily dismissed as a symptom of aberration. In a
culture that bemoans a paucity of time, then squanders it
on television, shipmodel building is a rock in the current, a
steady place to seek out and delight in knowledge for its
own sake.”
Now a few more trunnels, and we’re ready to launch.
-The Editors
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The Virtue of the
Cross-Section Model
by Russell Barnes
Several months ago, when I was attempting to master
the built-up hull frame, I decided to make one from a
drawing, just to see how it was done and if I could make
one accurately. My first attempt was fairly good: I had a
built up hull frame with which I was very happy. Then it
occurred to me that I could make lots of fittings while
trying to master making all the various parts that would
normally be included in a ship model. But why make all
those parts just to see them rattling aimlessly around the
workshop? Why not make a small model that would
include all those little fittings? I did not feel up to building
a full-hull model, though. Such a project was, I felt,
beyond my skills and it would take time that I felt would
be better spent actually working on improving those skills.
It was then that I decided to build a cross-section
model: a part of a model. I had seen them done before,
both from scratch and from kits and had used the medium
to test color schemes. Why not use the cross-section as a
test bed for mastering various techniques and skills
necessary to build a full scratch-built model? I could build
the cross-section in a fraction of the time it would take to
build a full framed model, and in that time I would gain
experience and learn all sorts of new skills.

Well, there it was. I decided to draw up plans for a
scratch-built cross-section of a sailing ship’s hull. The
model would include many of the aspects of model making
that I wanted either to learn or improve upon. I wanted to
use built-up frames, outer hull planking, tree nailing, inner
ceiling planking, a mast step, cannons, belaying pins,
hatches, gratings, a ladder, hand made rigging blocks,
deadeyes, and some metal work that would involve soldering and blackening. The model’s
scale would be
¼”=1’ so that
each and every
part could be
handmade
without too
much trouble.
The end
result is that I
have exposed
myself to all
those skills, and
The frames before planking
I have made all
my own parts while constructing a model of which I am
very proud. I have enjoyed the process so much that I am
now planning another cross-section model, both for the joy
of doing it and to work on a few other skills that I had not
included in the first cross-section model. My next one will
include more deck furniture and more intricate and
historically accurate hull framing.
Some people might question the usefulness of the
cross-section model for new modelers. Even such a limited
project is not to be undertaken without a sufficient amount
of prior experience with woodworking, as well as research
on how such a model might be built. While kits are
certainly a good stepping stone towards scratch building, I
think the cross-section model can be a good learning
experience, an intermediate step towards scratch building a
full hull model. A kit teaches many basic woodworking
skills and the use of basic tools. Indeed, one can learn how
to scratch build many
fittings on a kit model,
but a kit generally
does not teach builtup frames (although
such skills can be
learned from the
Lumberyard’s Oneida
kit).
One thing the
scratch-built model
The deck beams
can do that no kit can,

is allow a modeler to go through the entire process, from
research and drawing plans, to milling wood, right up
through the actual building of the model with all its
fittings and finishes. No kit, no plans booklet, no restrictions except those imposed by the modeler based on his/
her research into whatever level of historical accuracy they
find appropriate. The model can include as many guns as
you want. It can include any combination of fittings as
well, depending on the modeler’s need or desire to perfect
making cannons, ship’s wheels, binnacles, capstans etc.
Neither is the modeler restricted as to what part of a ship
to build. One can build a stern cross-section to include
cant frames, after cabins, exterior decorations and windows,
or perhaps a bow section would be preferable, with a ship’s
head, bow railings, and figurehead. A cross-section model
can include masts and rigging if the modeler desires. The
cross-section model can be left unplanked on one side to
show the framing techniques used. The choice of combinations is limited only by the modeler’s imagination. Of
course, one could take a section out of a professionally
drawn plan and build it with whatever materials are on
hand. Either way, the first-time scratch builder will get an
immense amount of
With the deck furniture installed.
satisfaction and the
project will not take
years, only a few
months.
Thus, the scope
of the usefulness of a
cross-section model is
far reaching. It
teaches skills in all
aspects of scratch
building without the
expense and time
consumed in building a full hull model. In turn, it will
better prepare a modeler to move forward and tackle more
challenging full-hull models. It can be used as a teaching
aid for others to view and learn how ships were built. The
cross-section model is also a cherished display and a
conversation piece that will yield a high level of personal
satisfaction. If you are a kit builder looking for a first
scratch-built model, consider the cross-section model. It
will be well worth your effort and the end result will be
something you will look back on with fond memories in
years to come.
-Russell Barnes, Bilox i, Mississippi, USA
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The Way of a Ship

Book Reviews
Ship Modeling from Scratch

by Derek Lundy
Vintage Canada
ISBN 0-676-97367-1

by Edwin B. Leaf
Camden, Maine
International Marine Division of
McGraw Hill
Paperback, 184 pages, profusely illustrated with drawings and photographs

Like most of us model shipwrights, I
enjoy a good nautical fiction read. I
consume the work of C.S. Forester, Dudley
Pope, Alexander Kent, Julian Stockwin,
David Donachie, Dewey Lambdin, Richard
Woodman, Patrick O’Brien, James L. Nelson, Frederick
Marryat and a host of others. To me, the terminology has
become second nature, the names of the parts of the sailing
ships as familiar as the contents of my bathroom cupboard,
and the evaluations as familiar as cutting the grass. But
then I was a sailor (R.C.N.) and a long time model ship
builder to boot, so I had an advantage.
Most people who pick up a book of nautical fiction
for the first time have an uphill battle understanding what
is happening and why: the sea watches; the terminology;
the legends; and why things just aren’t straightforward.
Just what is it about sailing a ship at sea that is so difficult? I read a new book recently that I feel should be
mandatory reading in schools, or especially for the newcomer to nautical fiction. It is The Way of a Ship by Derek
Lundy.
Derek takes the reader through a voyage that his
great-great uncle sailed, 'round the Horn, on a four masted
steel hulled barque, in the final days of sail. His tales of
life at sea are fascinating, rich in life, vivid in their detail.
His descriptions of working aloft are mesmerizing, gritty,
and they teach with every word written. You can feel the
cold, the sting of the salt spray and the ice in the wind.
Your stomach will heave with the seas, you will shiver with
the stark cold of the seamen aloft, and you will sigh with
relief when they stumble below at the end of their watch.
This book teaches the reader all about a sailing ship,
how the sails worked, how the wind works on them, how
the balance of hull, weight, masts, spars and sail is
achieved, and what can occur when something goes wrong.
It is a splendid book to learn from, for the novice or the old
salt. I am not often surprised with a book, but this one
surprised me, and most enjoyably so.

I find Ship Modeling from Scratch
to be an excellent book to recommend
to beginners, although it has many features that will appeal
to the experienced modeler also. As most of the people on
the Modelshipwrights List realize we often get inquiries
from beginners on what books to buy, what materials, what
tools etc. I have many times recommended Ed Leaf ’s fine
book which provides answers to many of the questions.
The subjects covered in the book range from selecting
a project to how to build a plank-on-frame model from
start to finish. Included along the way are chapters on
making and interpreting drawings, materials, tools, halfmodel construction, appropriate finishes for a model,
masting and rigging, sailmaking, displaying the model and
many other tips, hints and techniques. Mr. Leaf ’s dry sense
of humor is in evidence throughout the book.
In addition to the above, Ed has included appendices
on sources for plans, tools and materials, reference material,
a glossary and two plans for models. I could wish that the
plans were more complete but they will give the beginner
an idea of what working drawings look like. Ed has a
section of drafting a plan from the steam schooner Novelty
that I had built a few years ago. Admittedly I had the
advantage of H.I.Chapelle’s plans at the time.
At about $18.00 a copy I believe that Ship Modeling
from Scratch is a real bargain.
-Al Blevins, East Greenbush, New York, USA

Warships to
Workboats
is a joint publication of the Modelshipwrights and Warrior
Groups. For information on the groups, please see our
websites:
www.modelshipwrights.net
www.warriorgroup.org

-Bob Squarebriggs, Miramichi, New Brunswick, Canada

Editors .................. Tom Babbin (babbint@comcast.net)
Neb Kehoe (nebk@together.net)
Bill Short (short@tamcotec.com)
Fiscal Manager ...... Philip Broke (pb@shannon.gov)
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Under Pressure: The Final
Voyage of Submarine S-Five

Stores," "The Dockyard," "The Ship Builders," "Draughts,
Models and the Mould Loft," "The Building," and "The
Launch" in nine chapters and an epilogue.
“The Origins of the 74” discusses the origin of the
74-gun, third rate ship, with emphasis on the design of
Thunderer (1758) with drafts of the Hero and the Hercules,
her sister ships. According to the book, the 74, of which
there were 75 in the Royal Navy in 1760, “represents the
finest vessel that the 18th shipwright could achieve building in wood alone.” English shipyards could build strong
seaworthy vessels. However it was the French who perfected the 74. The Hero, the Hercules, and the Thunderer
were draughted on the lines of the Invincible, a French
prize.
“The Timber Trade in the 18th Century” covers in
detail the trees used, their types and origins, oak being the
most important. The cultivation of oak (which takes in the
order of 100 years), and the domestic competition for oak
are discussed, as are the unfortunate use of unseasoned oak,
wastage and corruption. As English oak diminished,
European oak began to be imported.
“The Dockyard” begins to get really interesting. In
spite of the dockyard establishment being a highly organized and sophisticated organization, it was not a model of
productivity. Apparently the Navy Board was rife with
dishonesty, which contributed to delays and long building
programs. There is considerable discussion of the massive
complex necessary to build ships of war.
“The Ship Builders” treats the multitude of skills
required to finish a ship, as well their respective compensations. The shipwrights (many of whom were expert carvers), the caulker, the sawyer, the smith, and the scavelman
and the tools they used are all treated. The company rules
even included a provision for sick leave, sick pay and
annual pay for injured shipwrights.
“Draughts, Models and the Mould Loft” introduces
the most interesting part of the book, at least in my
opinion. The book speaks of underwater hull shapes along
the lines of a fish, an understanding of Newton’s laws of
motion, and tank tests in the eighteenth century. Seventeenth century ships were drafted from arcs with different
centers a la Anthony Deane in the Doctrine of Naval
Architecture (1670). Thunderer’s draughts were still drawn
from arcs, but included reverse curves. Three draughts are
used: the sheer or profile; the half breath plan or the water
lines; and the body plan or hull in sections. A set of
draughts (from David Steel’s Naval Architecture) are given
for later 74’s like the Triumph. Moulds, full size light
wooden templates, were produced in the mould loft.

by A.J.Hill, MD, PhD

New York, NY
Putnam, New American Library Division
Paperback, 239 pages with 14 photographs. $13.95US.
In 1920 the Submarine S-Five,
under the command of LTC Charles
Maynard Cooke, Jr, USN, left Portsmouth
Navy Yard at Kittery, Maine on a voyage to Baltimore
Maryland as part of a U.S. Navy recruiting campaign. Due
to circumstances described vividly in the book, she never
arrived. As with the submarine USS Squalus which left
Portsmouth Navy Yard nineteen years later and sank with
all hands, the S-5 had just undergone a lengthy refitting.
The submarine, as with the Squalus, suffered an induction
valve failure and sank with all hands. Fortunately, all of the
crew were rescued.
This was long before Commander Swede Momsen
had developed the “Momsen Lung” escape breathing
apparatus and the rescue bell on which he also worked, and
which were used in the rescue of some of the Squalus
crewmen. The crew of the S-5 had to rely on their own
ingenuity, ability and bravery to accomplish this amazing
feat of underwater rescue in the days before the sophisticated salvage equipment was even conceived.
The remarkable feat of locating the sunken submarine
and the subsequent actions of the crew, some civilian
seafarers and the Navy that resulted in their rescue make
for exciting and informative reading.
Doctor Hill, an anesthesiologist, former physicist,
research biologist and a former Navy man has done a very
creditable job of documenting this amazing rescue off Cape
May, New Jersey.
-Al Blevins, East Greenbush, New York, USA

Building the Wooden
Fighting Ship
James Dodds & James Moore.
New York, NY
Facts on File Publications 1984.
128 pages, hardcover.
I find that this book is full of little ship building
gems and politics that I hadn’t previously known about.
The book covers "The Origins of the 74," "The Timber
Trade in the Eighteenth Century," "The Purchase of Ships

Continued on page 11
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Brig Niagara

weather, and the ammunition need only be passed through
a removed hatch cover. There is a skylight shown for the
Captain’s cabin, which is in the exact place which would
be occupied by a binnacle, of which there has been found
no mention in the kit plans. There will be a small binnacle
on this Niagara and Commodore Perry will have to use a
candle in his cabin. The two deck houses for the saloon,
one a companionway, the other a skylight, rise nearly three
feet above deck, with a capstan indicated between. It was
felt that the capstan could be operated more efficiently if
the men did not have to scale these structures, and they
have not been included for that reason, as well.
A consideration regarding any deck houses on a
warship is the certainty of splinters from these structures
flying about the deck during battle. This was a further
reason, on a vessel built to fight a battle, not to have deck
houses.
The capstan, of which there was no standard U.S.
Navy design at the time, has been given a further, domed
layer for the top, and has been given provision for dogs, of
sorts, at the base. Rather than add a thin layer of plank to
the standard thickness of plank at the base of the capstan,
as called for in the instructions, a separate section, between
the two hatches, has been planked with thicker plank. The
center of this section is a plank, which allows the post of
the capstan to pass through solid wood, whereas the center
of the main deck plank is a seam, so a subtle distinction
appears in the seam pattern.

-The Model (Part 3)
by Joel B. Sanborn
This author is currently engaged in building Model
Shipways’ model of Niagara. The kit represents Brig
Niagara as she exists today, including some anachronistic
features required for safety reasons, and others, such as
deck houses, which seem to be for purposes of improved
accommodation. This author’s intention from the outset
was to represent the vessel in her original appearance, as
near as could be determined. To this end, changes have
been made from the kit as presented and more are contemplated. Note is made in the plans that some items of
rigging are anachronistic, such as crane lines between the
port and starboard shrouds from which to handle the gaff
fore and main sails, and a network of lines strung below
the bowsprit for crew safety. These, and any other items
which can be identified as not being standard Naval
practice of the period, will be omitted. Niagara was rigged
by Navy personnel, and they would surely have followed
standard practice.
The fore and main square course sheets have been
provided with operating fixed blocks using separate
sheaves. This likely feature is not often shown on models.
These are square to the planking on the outside to allow
easy removal, yet the sheaves are at an angle, a fiddly bit of
work. Other specialized blocks – fiddle blocks, sheet
blocks, and c lew
line blocks –will
be made for their
proper locations.
A further
(quite apparent)
change made to
the model is the
elimination of all
deck structures. In
their place simple
gratings are
mounted. It is felt
Fixed bulwark block on Niagara.
that the exigencies
of the building process, accelerated as it was, would have
made any deck houses an unwarranted complication.
There are references to a companionway and a skylight in
the literature, but a companionway of the 1812 period
does not require a deck house with sliding hatch cover, as
found on yachts and fishing vessels from the 2nd half of
the 19th century . The companionway of the 1813 period
is the hole through the deck with a ladder, not the structure covering it from the weather. Mention is made of
passing ammunition through the saloon skylight during
the battle of Lake Erie. This would require taking out the
windows shown on the plans for the kit. Replace the deck
house with a grating, left uncovered for light in good

View of Niagara showing deck hatches, capstan and mock-up of
binnacle, with ‘Commodore Perry’ figure for scale.

Note also the pattern of the deck plank. The kit calls
for the deck plank to be nibbed into the margin plank at
the bows, and this was done. Four 1/16 x 1/16 strips were
laminated to form the margin plank, and this was then
notched to take the ends of the deck plank.
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Another area which will be made representative of
the time and place will be the ground tackle, the anchors
and their related gear. The capstan is called for by the plans
in a place which would enable it to be used to raise the
anchors, and it has been so located. The anchors will be
rove to cable, not chain, as rope was available to the
builders in greater quantity than iron. Anchor linings, an
additional, sacrificial, layer of plank, will be attached to
protect the hull plank from damage by the anchor flukes as
they are brought to the rail for stowage. The forward
corners of the main hatch grating will be removed to allow
the anchor cable to be brought below to the cable tier.
Appropriate stoppers will be installed as necessary to
prevent the cable running out uncontrolled in the event an
anchor comes adrift from the rail. As noted above, a
binnacle will be included. Even though Niagara was never
intended to sail the seven seas (nor was it possible for her
to do so), she was intended for the Great Lakes, and to
venture forth without a compass would be folly, indeed. To
this end, a small, 3 foot wide binnacle has been designed.
Elimination of the skylight for the captain’s cabin frees up
deck space before the tiller for such a purpose. It seems
perfectly reasonable that there would have been in Erie,
during the winter of 1812-13, a cabinet maker of sorts,
who felt it a patriotic duty to construct such an item for
presentation to the squadron. As the witness on the stand
said, ‘That’s my story and I’m sticking to it.’
Mooring chocks are called for at the two transom
ports, and these may be eliminated as a modern encumbrance. It is doubtful the original Niagara was ever
planned to dock where she would need stern mooring
lines. One detail which will need to be addressed is the
fore hatch which is of a size and in a location where it may
interfere with the recoil position of the two long guns if
they are positioned at the forward ports. The hatch is in
place, the deck is planked. How it turns out, we shall see…

View of bows showing nibbing of margin plank and deck plank.

The kit further calls for the deck plank to be tapered
from midships aft, so that each plank runs the full length.
This practice seemed to be more reflective of yacht practice, and was determined through research not to be a
standard naval pattern of planking. Tapering of all the deck
plank would have entailed excessive work by the pit
sawyers, and it is felt this would have been avoided as the
builders were in a hurry. The deck plank of the model was
continued straight into the margin plank, each strake
maintaining its full width until that point.
The replica Brig Niagara has a yellow band on a
black hull, the height of the gunports. Melbourne Smith
writes that the original probably had an all black exterior,
and that the replica was given the broad band of yellow to
lessen the amount of dark surface exposed to the sunlight.
The painting by Lt. Irvine shows Detroit and Lawrence in
full, unobstructed profile. Detroit shows a band of a lighter
color, while Lawrence seems to be one dark color from the
waterline to the rail.
Model Niagara will have a black exterior with clear
deck and white inner bulwarks and port linings. The gun
carriages and hatch coamings are to be oxide red. This color
scheme is in keeping with the times, and the colors would
probably have been readily available to the builders. The
kit is provided with three ship’s boats. These are to be
constructed using a hollow bread and butter method,
where laser-cut layers are stacked in the standard b-n-b
method, except the centers of the layers are left out, then
the square edges of the layers beveled until the shell
produced is the proper thickness. It seems possible to use
the centers of these layers to create a plug on which to
apply plank of 1/32 in. or so, without affecting the kit
parts in case the contemplated technique does not work
out. This should result in a more realistic representation,
once ribs, thwarts, etc. have been added. It should also be
possible to plank them in a clinker pattern, which would
make the shell of the kit design harder to produce, as it
would have to be thinner by the thickness of the plank
used, and the interior would not show the plank, but the
inside of the b-n-b structure.

The Process Continues
A vessel built on the frontier as a war emergency
measure became the squadron flagship, then a receiving
vessel at the end of hostilities, all quite a normal progression. She was stranded purposely so she would not sink
entirely. She then became the source of many souvenirs,
being misidentified as her sister ship, perhaps because it
was not felt fitting to strip the more highly esteemed of the
pair. She was eventually raised and destroyed by fire, still
under the name of her sister. Her name was transferred to
the one remaining of the three other vessels in this saga,
and this vessel was raised and proclaimed under her name.
It was ‘known’ that Niagara was down there, and they
found a vessel of her general configuration, so it must have
been she. The history of archaeology is replete with ex6

amples in which an artifact has been recovered and declared to be the sought after prize, despite evidence to the
contrary. This recovered vessel was repaired and restored to
such an extent that a fresh start was deemed necessary, and
this is fortunate. The creator of the new vessel, for only
such can she be described, has produced a vessel as close as
we are likely to have to the original. The current Brig
Niagara, while a replica and not having a physical connection to the original vessel, is a beautiful and functional
representation of a vessel with great historic and intrinsic
value. Barring certain anachronisms, she is a worthy subject
for the modeler.

A Modeler’s Rhyme
’Tis the night before Christmas,
And out in the shop,
Not a creature is stirring
As I sit deep in thought.
I sit with hot cocoa,
Or coffee or rum,
While thinking about
All the work that’s been done.
The frames are glued
To the keel and faired,
While visions of me planking
Hang in mid-air.

Thanks
The author thanks for their invaluable contributions: Neb
Kehoe of the Modelshipwrights list for advice, encouragement and for
taking the model photos appearing herein; Roger Marsh, also of this
list, for advice, encouragement and for plumbing the depths of his
extensive research into R N practices of the sailing warship; Wayne
Drusch of Texas for his advice on the construction of the original vessel
and the gift of a copy of the Max Rosenberg book.

I envision planking completed,
The hull looks so fine.
Then I get to check out
That new airbrush of mine.
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Then it’s on to the details,
The ones no one sees.
Like framing ‘neath decks,
And partners and knees.
Finally on to the rigging,
Those ratlines and shrouds,
Those forestays and backstays,
For cryin’ out louds!
There’s no end to this rigging!
It just isn’t fair!
I could have built modern,
And had time left to spare!
My late night “mind building”
Is at last all complete.
My cocoa is finished,
As I get to my feet.
I go to the door
And turn out the lights,
I think “Merry Modeling to All”
“And to All a Good Night.”
-John Fox III, Birchwood, Wisconsin, USA
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Bits & Pieces
Ever have a great idea for a modeling tool? Ever create a subassembly that you’re justifiably proud of? Well,
here’s your chance for fame. Send us a paragraph and a picture or two, and we’ll post them here. Everyone has an
“Aha!” moment from time to time, and this column will highlight several of them in each issue. Send your Bits &
Pieces to Neb Kehoe at nebk@together.net.

Multi-row Parrels
Terry Lynock
Using an old craft knife blade, grind out a shape like an upper case B with
top and bottom rounds equal for a two tier, or three equal rounds for a three tier.
Cut and thickness a piece of hardwood such as Maple, Pear or Holly around 12'’
long, as thick as the length of the parrel ribs, and at least 1/2'’ wide to make it
easy to handle.
Using the scratch stock scrape down one edge to shape with the three tier and the
opposite side with the two tier, take your time and make sure you have a nice clean
even shape then rub down with fine wire wool. When done put the strip through a
small circular saw and cut off to width of rib required.
Cut slices
off the ends of
the shaped lengths of wood with the razor saw or
circular saw like slicing a loaf. When the ribs are
all cut, smooth them on a fine sanding sheet by
putting your finger tip on the rib and just work
it around. Drill the ribs in another jig fixed
solidly under a small drill stand for accuracy.
The parrel balls come ready made from shops that supply embroidery and craft materials. Try and find ones by
DMC which are actual black glass frosted and look much nicer than the black coated glass which have a glossy look.
These beads come in all sorts of colours, so if you prefer brown then they should have them.

Deadeye Jig
Russ Barnes
Once a deadeye blank is turned to the correct diameter, take a
small piece of wood a bit thicker than the finished deadeye and drill a
hole through it so the deadeye blank is a nice snug fit. Take a piece of
scrap sheet wood and lay out the three lanyard holes and drill them
with a drill bit slightly larger than the lanyard diameter. Glue the
sheet with the lanyard holes to the underside of the wood with the
deadeye blank hole so that the three holes for the lanyards line up
with the larger deadeye blank hole. Clamp it and let it dry. In use, I
stick the deadeye blank in the hole and drill the lanyard holes from
the opposite side through the sheet wood’s lanyard holes. I am using
hard wood for the jig because I thought basswood would not be
durable for this kind of jig.
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Review: Proxxon Table Saw

place by the turn of a knob. Brian will personally modify
each rip fence if requested, to make it higher and longer,
and to allow the toe in/out to be adjustable by the user. A
fence micro adjustment fitting that clamps to the table
surface is also available. This allows for fine adjustment to
the fence itself, a useful feature when cutting material to
prescribed thickness within a few thousandths. The
crosscut fence is the only part of the saw that I’m not fully
satisfied with. Don’t get me wrong, it works well
and has a detent at the zero degree mark, but it’s
made of plastic and seems cheap in comparison to
the rest of the saw.
I recently had the opportunity to compare
the Proxxon to my ever-faithful Preac Saw. I was
ripping some Pear wood that was just over .25"
thick, and at this, its upper limit, the Preac was
really struggling to get through. It would bind
and burn the wood frequently. I’m sure part of it
had to do with my feed technique, but soon it
became quite tedious and I decided to try the
Proxxon. Up until then, I had only used it for
thicker materials or when I needed the tilting
arbour. It was no surprise to me that the pear
stock went through the Proxxon just as smoothly
as a hot knife goes through butter. What was
amazing to me was that there were absolutely no
saw blade marks, burns, chips or any other
imperfections in the resulting .050" planks! This was a very
pleasant surprise to me, and totally changed the way I
looked at this saw. My next step is to make a zero clearance

By Morey Benton
The Proxxon MODEL FKS/E table saw comes with a
24-tooth carbide tipped blade, and is loaded with features
that make it an essential tool for the serious ship modeller.
It has a variable speed control, tilting arbour (to 45°), and
precision blade elevation with a cutting capacity of .87".

Proxxon Saw, front view

The motor maintains torque under load due to the motor
feedback provision which delivers electrical current as
required. The table size is 11.6" x 9.4" and the
slide out table extension is great when you’re
working with larger material, adding the necessary support and stability. Overall, the saw is
11.8" x 10.3" x 6.7" and weighs 11.5lbs. There
is provision for attachment to your dust collection system, and the throat insert is removable,
allowing you to replace it with a zero clearance
insert for finer work.
It will cut all types of wood, non-ferrous
metals, plastics and more, and several blade types
are available to expand the flexibility of this
wonderful saw. When I first saw it in use, I was
blown away by its cutting power as Brian
Finlayson of Chipping Away
(www.chippingaway.com) demonstrated it to me
on some ½" thick aluminum. When he placed a
nickel on its edge onto the surface of the running saw, it
stayed there without budging. When he showed me the
tilting arbour and precision blade elevation features, I
needed no more convincing, and bought the saw then and
there!
The more I use this saw, the happier I am with my
decision to purchase it. The rip fence is easily locked in

Rear view

throat insert and further explore its fine cutting capabilities.
I still love my Preac, but If I had to choose only one
of these saws, there would be no contest, the Proxxon FKS/
E saw would be the hands down winner!
Morey Benton, Oakville, Ontario, Canada
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Painting Tips

How To Properly Clean and Care For Brushes

by Kurt Van Dahm

Really clean your brushes! - For the cleanest brushes
and to extend the life of your valuable painting tools,
brushes should be thoroughly cleaned after each use.
Artists use a brush cleaner and conditioner on their brushes
before ending each days work. I have been using a product
called “The Masters Brush Cleaner and Preserver” that
comes in a round, plastic, flat
type of container (similar to
shoe polish) with a screw on
lid. Cost is under $8 for 2.5 oz
which is enough to last most
modelers several years.
After cleaning your brush
in the normal manner with the
proper cleaner or thinner, open
the brush cleaner/preserver
container and wet your brush with water. Then rub the
wet brush across the cleaner/preserver media, working up
lather. You may need to add water from the brush more
than once to accomplish this. Using your fingers, work the
lather into the brush. Rinse the brush in clean water and
wipe across a clean, dry cloth to dry off the brush. You may
have to repeat this process a few times to get your brush
clean the first time you use the product. Stand the brush,
with the handle end down, in your brush container 'til
needed again.
You may be surprised at how dirty your “clean” brush
is the first time you use this product. Proper care of your
brushes will extend their life for many years. I just recently
realized that my favorite brush was over 35 years old! I
know I bought it when I was either in eighth grade or a
freshman in high school as it was my first good, red sable
brush, purchased with money from my part-time job at
my uncle’s hot rod speed shop. It lasted till just a couple
of years ago when the handle broke underfoot when it
dropped unseen off the bench.

Thinner Conservation
For cleaner brushes, and to save thinner (and money),
store your working brush cleaner in three jars with the lids
labeled 1, 2 and 3 (label the lids to avoid confusion).
Use jar #1 for the first cleaning
and so on. By the time you get to jar
#3 you’ll have an almost clean brush
and you’ll be surprised by how long
a small amount of thinner will last.
To extend the life of the thinner
even longer, do the following. When
the thinner in jar #1 gets too dirty to
use any longer, discard the dirty
thinner and place the lid labeled as
#1 onto the #2 jar, and then the #2
lid onto the #3 jar. Thoroughly clean
jar #1 and fill it with clean thinner
and then put lid #3 onto it. Discard any used thinner into
a metal can kept for this purpose. When the metal can
becomes filled, take it to the recycle center that handles
such materials in a community in your area, where they
will dispose of it in a safe manner.
You will need to set up a three jar cleaning system for
each type of paint and thinner that you typically use so
that you are using the proper cleaning agent for each type
of paint.

Brush Cleaning When Using Water Based Paints
For efficient cleaning of brushes when using water
based paints, two containers of water are usually sufficient
as here you are not trying to conserve expensive cleaning
thinner. I add a bit of dishwashing detergent to jar #1 and
keep plain water in jar #2. When Jar #1 gets dirty, change
the contents of both jars.

-Kurt Van Dahm, Westmont, Illinois, USA

Server space for Warships to Workboats, Modelshipwrights.net and Warriorgroup.org is generously provided by:

http://www.wnonline.net/
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Continued from p. 12
It was also interesting to see that he
had “painted” many of
his models with natural
wood colours rather
than paint. It is a true
art to see someone use
the colour of wood to
provide the necessary
colours to the hull.
As part of this
article I have included
some photos of the
collection that were
graciously provided by
Thomas Aleksinski. I
have included an
incredible close up
photo of the figurehead
of the Royal George, and
amazing photos of the
Sovereign of the Seas and
Royal Katherine. I think the pictures illustrate
quite well the beauty and detail of these models.
I would highly recommend that, at the next
Ship Modeler's Association conference at Long
Beach, you rent a car and visit Oxnard. It’s
definitely worth the trip.

Sovereign of the Seas

-Michael Draper, Whitehorse, Yukon, Canada
Photos: Thomas Aleksinski
Royal Katherine
Endeavour

Continued from page 4
“The Building” illustrates the construction order of
building a 74, from the construction of the docks, the
placement of the keel, the preparation and erection of
frames and stern posts and other assemblies to the planking
of the hull. A portable capstan called a “crab capstan” was a
new device for me. Transom construction and made floors
are illustrated, as are cant and fashion timbers and numerous other elements.
While Building the Wooden fighting Ship is a good read
and has some nice illustrations of ship construction, I have
to say in closing that this book is certainly no substitute for
Jean Boudriot’s Le Vaisseau de 74 Canons.
Bob Powell, Sautee, Georgia, USA
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A Modeler’s Journey to the Ed Marple Model Collection
by Mike Draper
Among the incredible models that they have on
display (HMS Alfred at 3/16" scale, Iris at ¼" scale) they
also have the Ed Marple collection of models. For those
who don’t know who Ed Marple is, he completed several
scratch built models that are truly impressive. After serving
in World War II and then running a dentistry lab in
Tucson, Arizona, he began his hobby of ship modeling. He
managed to complete 9 models and was working on the
HMS Prince at the time of his death.

Royal George

It is always a big highlight for me to get the opportunity to attend a ship modeling conference. It’s even better
when I have the chance to see a collection of amazing
models as well. This is what happened to me at the last
Ship Modelers Association conference in Long Beach. I was
fortunate to link up with Thomas Aleksinski who was
gracious enough to have Bill Short and myself tag along to
the Ventura County Maritime Museum in Oxnard,
California. (see http://www.naut-res-guild.org/Services/
MIS/ventura.html for more information).

Ed Marple’s Workshop

What he had completed was a set of unique, detailed
models. The models that were on display were the Charles
W. Morgan, the HMS Conquerer (74), the
HMS Endeavour, the Leon, the Robert E Lee,
the clipper ship Swordfish, and amazing
models of the Royal Katherine (1756), the
Royal George (1756) and the Sovereign of the
Seas (1637).
While all his models are impressive, I
found Royal Katherine, Royal George and
Sovereign of the Seas the most striking. These
models contain amazing detail in the carved
ornamentation. The carving was completed
using a dentist drill that used a belt system
(if you have purchased Bill Short’s book on
carving you will be familiar with this carving
tool). This drill set can be seen in the museum as well. The museum had the foresight
to display Ed Marple’s workshop, complete
with the project that he was working on: the
HMS Prince. It was fascinating to see that
many of the tools that he used now occupy
my workbench as well.

Sovereign of the Seas

Continued on page 11
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